
Dear Jerry, 

Much sore than a took ago a friend with publisher connections and experience asked for a copy of Post Morton, with a specific presentation in mind. Ths only spare copy I have I do not have any full copy other than the nester.. is in Segliwod. Another is under consderation elsewhere. 
Or, the only Oopy available is the meld irabsk hag. I referred my fraud to giving him office and home numbers. (IMMO 604570, attics 867.5500.) 
After a weeks  with time press 	so important, my friend phoned we back to any be had gotten nothing and beard nothing from 
I an outraged that Nd woad not oven lend the copy he has for such a papas*, outraged that with all his prxtestations he would not rush to do thin 'small thing, 1st someone have the oopy, and I find no excuse became if be had any question he knew to call me as the friend told bin at Mr rogoost* 
I don't now ;scan whether it mos Irednseday or Thursday that last board . from my 

 
friend. Perhaps by now Al hoe brakeman bank and mods the copy available. 

Plows phone him when you get home, oven if it some yoking his up. It be has not yet delivered this please let as know tomorrow aftsroon and tell Ed I'll never give him a he chinos to forget it. 
If he ftemmi boa not let soy friend. have it and is not going to immediately I also want to k$OV because it means anlsoadiate, tinewmaeting and for me costly and dangerous Peking of a copy from the fragile master which can be hurt seriously if a lanai* correction falls oft in somOming, (I have bad this happen.) 
Of course I'll then have to do this at the cost of being aim to do anything at all by may of preparation for the coming spectra/Kik hearing. The ammo:sent has not mode any response, has not respinded to our inquiry about it, and no face enough inmcourt problems without this Wad intrusion into seen the possibilities. 
sorry to bother you with this chore but it is important forme and I do think *widest lid professes means so much to him, too. Not only can I not afford the call. I fear whet I would soy because Khoo a record of this hind of abuse for which there neither is nor vas need and for which I can find no reasonable excuse. 


